During a period of travel restrictions, Netskope recognizes the importance of continuing to have timely and impactful business and technical discussions. A virtual briefing is the ideal environment to engage in strategic and customized discussions about your security challenges, architecture, and goals. You will have the chance to collaborate one-on-one with Netskope executives, technical experts, and platform architects to get a deeper look at our security technology and solutions.

**Allow us to help you:**
- Define and develop a security infrastructure roadmap for your organization
- Identify ways to quickly secure a 100% remote workforce situation
- Have your voice heard and be a part of product development
- Understand how the Netskope platform can help defend against security cloud, network, and data threats
- Secure cloud-based applications
- Move from CASB, to protecting data and users everywhere

**Types of Briefings**

**Executive strategic briefings**
Strategic workshop-based briefings supply security teams with the tools needed to develop, manage, and report on cybersecurity programs that are business-aligned, built on smart investments, and adaptable to evolving risks and priorities. These briefings are designed for you to collaborate with our executive teams, on your particular cybersecurity needs. Our team of experts can help give you impactful business solutions that will allow you to efficiently run your cybersecurity with transparency and ease, allowing more bandwidth toward other important business needs.

**Technical briefings**
Comprehensive technical briefings deliver the expertise and collaboration necessary to build and adapt security environments through hands-on modeling and industry showcases. Our technical subject matter experts will spend time getting to understand your unique technical challenges, and offer solutions that will get your business ready to face any cloud threat with granularity and ease.

**Details of a Virtual Briefing:**
Spend time strategizing with Netskope’s CEO, to solidify your security roadmap
Lunch is on us! Allow us to send you a DoorDash coupon to ‘dine in’ with our leadership teams
Virtual call details will be provided
Email: ebc@netskope.com